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Case Studies

ICTs and Adaptation
There is no doubt that Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) have
improved the quality of financial, health, and
institutional services in Latin America and the
Caribbean (LA&C). However, they have not
been significantly deployed as tools for
adaptation, despite some significant successes
in doing this in other regions.
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We examine the role of ICTs in four different
case studies in relation to climate change
adaption in LA&C. We develop a new rubric
through which ICTs can be evaluated before
and after project implementation, hoping that it
will be used for considering whether an ICT
implementation is worthwhile (and what sort of
factors will make the implementation
worthwhile), that it will be used to improve a
project implementation that is underway, and
finally, that it will be used to evaluate the factors
that result in a project’s success or failure postimplementation.
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Figure 2: [A] Citizens report storm events with cell phones, land lines and twitter, and Unidad Tormenta responds immediately by sending service vehicles and operators to the site to address the situation. Helps coordinate response activities.
[B] Colombia and El Salvador use a Continuous Method (CM) for air quality measurements to measure the concentration of pollutants providing real time measurements of NOX, SOX, O3 and PM among other things. [C]The blight disease
forecasting model implemented in Chile is an alert system that indicates the right moment to protect potatoes using fungicides. Warning messages are produced on a daily basis for e-mail, and cellular phone text messages. [D] The Enhancing
Resilience to reduce vulnerability in the Caribbean project (ERC), collects and transmits data to the DEWTRA platform which is monitoring at the regional, national and community level. Community then gives feedback on the situation.

A Note on Implementations

A Rubric for Evaluating ICTs
Score
Very Low

Feedback from users

Does not allow feedback

Does not serve/consider any
Vulnerable population
sectors of the general
population

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Allows feedback but the answers provided are not
relevant or not answered correctly

Allows feedback and their questions are answered
correctly

Considers a small sector of Considers all the population,
the general population, not including the vulnerable sector, Considers explicitly the vulnerable population, but
provides general information
including the vulnerable but does not provide specific
sector
information for this sector

Considers explicitly the vulnerable population and
provides customized, relevant information

Allows feedback but the
Allows feedback but there are
option is not clearly
no answers from the managers
accessible, or does not work

Provides little information
Provides general information,
Does not provide any public and it is not understandable,
Provides relevant, accessible, information, but it is not Provides relevant, accessible information, clear, userAccess to information
but it is not very clear to most
information
clear to most users
friendly and useful for all types of users
accessible or useful for the
of the users
population

Asset
Actors

Not all of the necessary actors Many of the necessary actors Many of the necessary actors
All of the necessary actors are participating, and their All of the necessary actors are participating, and their
are participating, and their are participating, but their
are participating, and their
participation is mostly active
participation is very active
participation is not active participation is not very active participation is mostly active

No evident impact since the Little evidence of impact Some evidence of impact since
Impact on Adaptation: implementation, neither in since implementation, either implementation, either in Significant evidence of impact since implementation, Significant evidence of impact since implementation,
long-term efforts
reducing vulnerability nor in in reducing vulnerability or in reducing vulnerability or in either in reducing vulnerability or in building capacity both in reducing vulnerability and in building capacity
building capacity
building capacity
building capacity
Provides information when
Provides information when event occurs, keeps record of
Provides information when event occurs, keeps record of Provides information when event occurs, keeps record
Provides information only
historical data, and summarizes or analyzes data; data has
event occurs, keeps record of historical data, and summarizes of historical data, and summarizes or analyzes data;
Time span of data use when event occurs; no further
been used in reports or policy; data has been used for
historical data; no further use or analyzes data; no evidence data has been used in reports or policy; no evidence of
use of information
policy creation, monitoring, enforcement, planning, or
of information
new policies or activities toward adaptation
of further use of data in reports
similar activities toward adaptation.
or policy.

Figure 1: Expected Results of the Process of Climate Change
Adaptation using ICTs

Our assessment underscores opportunities and challenges in deploying ICTs to facilitate adaptation. In only two of
our cases the ICTs were enabling feedback among information providers and information users, in ways designed
to enhance the efficiency of responses to climatic extremes (Unidad Tormenta, ERC). The ERC and Air Pollution
cases demonstrate the potential of ICTs to facilitate collaboration among government agencies and the science to
reduce risk. All the ICTs reviewed, and particularly the Blight case, illustrate potential of ICTs to enhance the
communication of signals of environmental change to decision-makers, and in some cases, directly to vulnerable
populations.
Nevertheless, the sole improvement of information would not be sufficient for adaptation. Part of the potential
value of ICTs for adaptation lies in the ways in which they can facilitate continual learning from socio-environmental
impacts and vulnerabilities, connect diverse communities, and evolve rapidly in response to changing user needs,
while having the potential for improving the prevention systems. The ICTs reviewed were not designed for
adaptation purposes and thus fall short in relation to some or all of these ideals; nevertheless, our exploration of
what existing ICTs are already doing well, and what they could do better, constitutes a first step in realizing their
potential in LA&C and other similar socio-environmental contexts in the world. .

